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Living Statues, Human Statues and Stilt Walkers 
 
  

Living Statues and Human Statues 
Classic living statues, human statues, mannequins, natural stone living statue, human statue acts and 
metallic living statues. 

Less is definitely more as the mesmerizing stillness of the living statue melts into surreal comedy 
moments and high drama.  
The Living Statue and or Human statues are very versatile, requiring minimum space they can be a  
theatrical solution for small areas, hold a large crowd in bigger areas and add artistic kudos to empty 
areas. 

 

Classic Living Statues 
Greco-roman neo-classical human statues are perfect for adding class to any environment.  
Any colour of human statue and living statue is possible. 
  

Natural Stone Living Statue in Suit 
Business man, city gent living statue. Completely enthralling, this human statue is named Bill 
Posters.  
More than one available. Any costume can be turned into human statue stone effect. 
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The Grey Room - Human Statue Act 
That natural living statue look taken to its extreme. Not only can we provide rooms of stone  
we can also supply eight living statues on one day. 
  

 

Giant Stilt Living Statues - The Elementals 
Made from molten gold, forged deep within the earth’s crust the Elementals are giant living statues.  
The Elementals are indeed mammoth. You can have a human statue with the versatility and visibility 
of a stilt walker. 
  

Classic Living Statue (Any colour) 
Gold, Silver or Bronze Living Statues. Classic human statues forged from metal will create wonder,  
amazement and splendour. Audiences will love the flirtatious nature of our human statues. 
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Human Statue Mannequins 
Plastic people that come to life. These mannequin living statues even bewildered people at Madame 
Tussauds where the competition was stiff.  
  

 

Gold People 
These are the definitive mannequin / living statue act. Synchronized movement, surreal situation 
comedy and stylishly observed humour. 
  

Thematic Human Statues and Mannequins 
Creating bespoke living statues for themed events is one of our specialities.  
Choose from living statue cupids, human statue oscars, to romans, Chefs, Angels, and Gladiators  
in fact the list might be endless. 
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